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Cribbage is a classic card game that can be enjoyed by people of all ages.
It's a relatively simple game to learn, but it can be challenging to master. If
you're looking for a fun and challenging game to play with friends or family
on video call, cribbage is a great option.

Getting Started

To play cribbage, you will need a deck of 52 cards and a cribbage board. A
cribbage board is a wooden board with 120 holes, divided into two tracks of
60 holes each. Each player has a set of 10 pegs, which they use to keep
track of their score.
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To start the game, each player draws 6 cards from the deck. The remaining
cards are placed in a pile in the center of the table, face down. This pile is
called the kitty.

The Play

The game is played in a series of rounds. Each round, one player is the
dealer and the other player is the non-dealer. The dealer deals 6 cards to
each player and turns the top card of the kitty face up. This card is called
the starter card.

The non-dealer then lays down two cards from their hand, face up. The
dealer then lays down two cards from their hand, face up. The non-dealer
then lays down their remaining two cards, face up. The dealer then lays
down their remaining two cards, face up.

Once all the cards have been laid down, the players score their hands. The
player with the highest score wins the round.

Scoring

The goal of cribbage is to score points by making combinations of cards.
There are many different combinations that can be made, each with its own
point value. The most common combinations are:

Fifteen: A combination of three cards that add up to 15. (2 points)

Pair: Two cards of the same rank. (2 points)

Three of a kind: Three cards of the same rank. (6 points)

Four of a kind: Four cards of the same rank. (12 points)



Flush: Five cards of the same suit. (4 points)

Straight: Five cards in a row. (5 points)

Royal flush: A straight flush from 10 to Ace. (25 points)

In addition to these basic combinations, there are also a number of special
combinations that can be made. These combinations are worth more points
than the basic combinations.

Winning

The first player to reach 121 points wins the game. If both players reach
121 points in the same round, the player with the higher score wins.

Tips for Playing Cribbage on Video Call

Here are a few tips for playing cribbage on video call:

Use a good quality webcam. This will help you to see your
opponent's cards clearly.

Have a good internet connection. This will help to prevent lag and
ensure that the game runs smoothly.

Be clear and concise when communicating with your opponent.
This will help to avoid misunderstandings.

Have fun! Cribbage is a great game to play with friends and family.
Don't take it too seriously and just enjoy the game.

Cribbage is a great game to play with friends and family on video call. It's a
relatively simple game to learn, but it can be challenging to master. If you're
looking for a fun and challenging game to play, cribbage is a great option.
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